Wings of CELAR

Centre’s Chief Mentor- Prof. (Dr.) Vijender Kumar
Centre’s Head- Prof. (Dr.) Yugal Kishore
Centre’s Coordinator- Mr. Chiradeep Basak
Faculty Advisors- Ms. Shannu Narayan & Mr. Nayan Jyoti Pathak

Desktop Research and Development Wing (Sector wise coverage)

i. AIR POLLUTION LAWS
ii. ANIMAL WELFARE
iii. BIO-DIVERSITY- (which also includes Marine Flora & Fauna etc.)
iv. CLIMATE CHANGE (this team will work exclusively on UNFCCC Negotiations)
v. COASTAL REGULATION LAWS (which also includes Marine etc.)
vi. DISASTER MANAGEMENT LAWS
vii. EMERGING ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS (which includes Nano-Technology, Biotechnology/GMOs, Geoengineering and Environmental Modification Techniques and Laws etc.)
viii. ENERGY LAWS (conservation norms, new and renewable energy norms, laws relating to conventional energy)
ix. ENVIRONMENT AND HUMANITARIAN LAWS
x. ENVIRONMENT AND LAW RELATING TO POVERTY
xi. FOOD & AGRICULTURAL LAWS (which includes Irrigation)

xii. FOREST LAWS

xiii. GLOBAL COMMONS- (Antarctic, Ozone, High Seas, Outer Space etc.)

xiv. NATIONAL GREEN TRIBUNAL

xv. NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

xvi. NOISE POLLUTION LAWS

xvii. TRADE AND ENVIRONMENT

xviii. WASTE MANAGEMENT

xix. WATER & LAND

xx. WILDLIFE
Field/Action Research Wing

• Slaughterhouse Management and Law in Guwahati
  • Pollution related laws in Guwahati

On campus environmental awareness Wing

Fund-raising/Sponsorship Liaison Wing

Network Building Liaison Wing

Legal Literacy Program Wing

Lex Terra Wing (Fornightly Online Environmental Law Newsletter)

The Green Advocate Wing (Quarterly Environmental Law Newsletter)

Program organization Wing (occasional lecture series, symposium, extempore speech, essay competition etc.)

Environmental Book Club